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markets may overlook those in the various markets for productive assets or 
their associated outputs and complementary inputs. In another 
[Seabright (1989)] I present evidence from two villages in Southern 
that the operation of India’s Integrated Rural evelopment 

P) has been adversely affected by the poor quality of liv 
ments made bjj programme p marticipants. Overall, the net 

participants of undertaking credit-financed investment have been lower than 
the benefits to a control group who have made similar livestock investments 
- even after taking into account the substantial subsidy component of I 
loans. Possible explanations fall into three broad categories. First, there IS a 
degree of waste and corruption in the administration of the scheme, though 
the evidence suggests that this does not account for more than a fraction of 
the discrepancy in performance to be explained. Second, there is some 
evidence that the landless poor towards whom these loans are directed do 
not have the comparative advantage in the management of livestock that is 
sometimes attributed to them. This may partly be due to increasing returns 
to scaie at iow leveis of production, and partiy to complementarities between 
livestock and other forms of pC>ysical capital (notably land). Third, there 
appears to be substantial price discrimination in the markets for livestock 
assets, with the effect that IRDP participanis pay higher prices for animals of 
comparabie quality to those purchased by non-participants. 

The purpose of this paper is to test these hypotheses. What is not in 
question is that IRDP-financed purchasers of livestock in the study villages 
paid higher price- cL 3 clla~ other purchasers. They also spent more on purchased 
feed for their animals, and the (imputed) cost of their labour time in livestock 
care was much higher per animal. Table 1 illustrates. 

However, the evidence in the first column of table 1 ihat IRDP purchasers 

paid substantially more than the prices paid by non- 
more than double in one of the villages) does not 
hypothesis of price discrimination. For that difference in price could have 
been compensated by a difference in mean livestock quality (indeed, the 
IRDP programme incorporates a system of veterinary inspections that is 
supposed to ensure that only relatively high quality animals are 
Similar considerations apply to the figures for feed and labour costs; these 
are no evidence for inefficiency in the quality or mcnt of the 
inveqtmenlfs unless the return to the higher expen significantly 
below the outlay. It is therefore necessary to estimate functions relating the 
value of livestock output t 



Mea3 prices and u keep COStS Of Ciittk iG Siii 
-.- ~. -___- 

i-.eed cost cost Co?;! 

Village 1 (wet zone) I ,47 850 435 

1,993 713 t$H 747 
1,224 362 61 132 

White cattle 595 163 833 282 

Viliage 2 (dry zone) 1, 394 4 365 
Buffaloes 
- IRDP 2,394 849 91 573 
- Other 1.117 130 33 189 
White cattle 722 130 526 256 

Total 1,243 421 
______. ~~. _~~ ~____. 

“Full aage cost is time spent by househol 
livestcck, \_rq?~r~rl 18 the wage :2*- - . ..I_.. u. ..*_ &a# api;ropria:c k 

concerned, divided between animals in proportion to the length of time 
owned. Adjusted wage cost is the same figure adjusted for unemploy- 
ment and underemployment: the labour of previously unemployed 
household members is valued at zero+ while that of those employed part 
time is valued at ha!f the m:+~? YIP t=!? 

2. 

The data analyzed here were collected by the author duri 
a field study of two villages in Tamil Nadu state fr 
1985, further details of which are giv 
collected from a stratified random s 
non-participant households concerning, inter alia, all livestoc 
owned by the household at any time during the 3 years 
date of September 1985. Of the cattle studied in 
adult females, divided (as it happened) almost exactly betwee 
vilkqes, one of which was in a ca 
in a region of almost 
of” 379, data were co 
and !engt of lactations, val 





ss 



o’bservations may be added the fact that the i 
crops are more likely to be anticipated by the 
of their main determinants, land qua1 
contrast, a farmer contemplating the 
quaiity, thoug ropriate indicators may of course 

he three basic inputs measured were U&S of fee 
capital expenditure on the purchase of the. ani 
equipment was negligibie). The costs of feed were 
monthly average expenditures (collected sepzratcly for 
animal was milking, dry and ~reg~a~t~. Labour 
estimated daily time spent in care of livestock by different 
household. These were evaluated at the market w 
household member who undertook the care (sin 
receive different wages in the market for agriculture 
among all livestock owned by the househo~ 
time owned. Capitai outiays are defined as the 
incidental expenses of purchase (including bri 
and 6 below demonstrate, it makes little di 
expenses are included or not; the poor relative ~rforma~~e 
investments is not primarily attributable to 
of such expenses.’ 

The question of interest therefore is the extent to w 
gross output per animal is statistically explained by variations in capital 
outlays and the value of other inputs - and specifically, whether and to what 
extent the greater capital outlay of lRDP part~~~~a~ts corresponds to a 
greater value of gross output. The basic equation of interest therefore is 

(B) GY=a,.ICAPfa,.NCAP+a3.~ABCOST+ix,.F 

+a,.HC+t4, 

where 

GY = gross output, 
lCAP =capital outlay of I 
NCAP =capital outlay of no 

6A referee points out that some of the variation is predictable at the rime of purchase - some 
animals are too youn g to lactate and others are pregnant xx! it is the iqxcdictable 
component that counts. The figure cited here cannot distieguish between redistable and 

ble components. They are used merely to give a general impression that livestock 
ot appear to be any less 
portant to bear ii1 mind rogrammes of Bivesto 



‘) ICAP=GY- FDCOST- COST for I 

CAB=GY -FDC 

memabers’ time 

% should be noted that these are undiscounted valuations, 

This ~e~etta~~e si 
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those equations, so such an effect does not appear to have been very marke 
in this sample, However, it is quite possible that IRDP participation is 
nevertheless beneficial to women,” 3 even if these women are not espccialiy 
concentrated in households with female heads. 

The hypotheses suggested by the equations in table 3 fall into two broad 
categories: 

(I) Those implying price discrimination between otherwise identical groups 
of purchaser, in that IRDP participants (or some identifiable sub-grou 
as the scheduled castes) pay higher prices or receive lower quality a 
than non-participants. This means that ai <OIL but is consistent with 

= 1 and a5=0. 

$)=;iose implying that IRDP participants are less well equipped to manage 
the investments than are non-participants. whether because of lower skil! 
levels or lower access to complementary inputs such as lan . This means that 
either x3 or ci, is difierent from unity or ci5 is different from zero, but is 
consistent with a1 = al. 

In practice, discriminating between these hypotheses is not entirely 
straightforward, In what follows I shall first test the joint null hypothesis that 
there is no price discrimination and no dil’cerence in capacity to manage the 
investments between participants and non-participants (hereafter to be called 
the hypothesis of equal quality of investments). This is equivalent (in the 
absence of risk aversion) to the hypothesis that ex, = z2 = x3 =Q= 1 and 
a5=Q, and is therefore a test of the asset pricing equations ( ‘). Then I shall 
test particular versions of the price discrimination hy oihesis separately, 

To test the hypothesis of equal quality of invest ents, I first calculate a 
measure of net output [the left-hand side of equation (S’)]. Estimating net 
output as a function of outlay for particip and non-participants is 
therefore equivalent to imposing the restrictio I and a5 = 0, 

and testing for the validity of the hypot ection of the 
nuil implies that either a1 is not equal to a2 OF tions on the 
remaining coefficients are invalid. 

The absence of price discri~li~atio~ im 
paid for an animal must be compensated 
necessary production costs; identical ma 

ial in production costs between t 
ifferences in necessarv costs of ma 



Outlay. prices and livestock output In survq villa 

Nu r of Purchase Gross &et 
animals Outlay price CHItpUt output 

- ---__~ 
Village 1 (svet zone) 

R~~a~o~s 
- lRDP 

- Other 53 1,235 1.224 
(IfPj (1161 

White cattle 58 

Village 2 (dry zone) ihi8 ; .524 f.#f 
(75) (691 

Buffaloes 
- 1RDP 69 2.589 2,394 

! 24) 6333 
- Other 2I 1.134 1,117 

(200) (199) 

White cattle 9% 727 722 
Cw (39) 

“Figures in parentheses are standard errors. 

3,121 
(169) 

2,158 
(252) 

2.386 
(512) 

1,355 
(133) 

-__ 

(D) Net output = Gross output -Cost of purchased feed -Cost 0 

where the cost of labour is not that use in equations 1-6, 
labour cost adjusted for the unemployment or u~derem~~oyme~t of bouse- 
hold members (it represents in effect the opportunity cost of ~abo~r actually 
withdrawn from other economic tasks). This is the more 
to use if we are testing the hypothesis of equal investme 
tive of the reasons for any dis 
fourth column of table 1, 

~art~c~~a~t§ were mor 
have had to w~tbdraw labou 

ts that were o 



.._i .~__ ._._ __, _ . _._ _” ._.. I ..__._. -.. ^__.,_._____“_~. I I _. _I”__. .._” .._........ “_ _.,.___...._ -.- -.-._. _.. __ __ 
“T is the value of the ~-sta~~stic fix 

equals the cwficienr on outlay (non-l 
equals the c~e~cie~~ on purchase pri 
standard error’s. 
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_-- 
Independent variable 

Table 6 

Determinants of gross ourput.a 

Equation 11 Equation 12 Equation 13 Equation 14 

Outlay (KDP) 

Outlay (non-IRDP) 

Purchase price (IRDP) 

R2=(j.jj 

T = 3.43 

1.139 
(0.095) 

1.813 
(0.193) 
- 

Purchase price (non-IRDP) - 

Labour cost 

Feed cost 

Scheduled caste 

0.85 1 
(0.200) 

0.108 
(O,! 52) 
- 

R2 =o.-jc: 
T=3.02 
- 

1,225 
(0.102) 

1.832 
(0.195) 

0.847 
(0.200) 

0.132 
(0.152) 
- 

R2 = 0.75 R2 = 0.76 
T=3.36 T = 3.74 

1.176 1.279 
(0.090) (0.098) 

1.832 1.982 
(0.151) (0.200) 
- - 

- 

0.858 
(0.189) 
- 

0.835 
(0.177) 
_ 

- 379.6 
( 173.9) 

“T is the value of the T-statistic for the null hypothesis that the coefficient on outlay (IRDP) 
equals the coefficient on outlay (non-IRDP), or that !he c&fkknt on purchase prise (KRDP) 
equals the coefficient on purchase price (non-IRDP), as appropriate. Figures in parentheses are 
standard errors. 

coefficients. ’ ’ Table 6 illustrates. Equation 10 regresses gross ouiput on 
outlay for the two groups as well as on labour cost and feed cost. Equation 
11 checks whether the results ?re affected by using purchase price as a 
regressor instead of outlay (they are not), and equations 13 and 14 compare 
the effect of dropping the insignificant regressor FDCOST and adding a 
d*ummy varia’olz for sch_edu!ed cast3 -embe- -l,*~r li’B ik c &LA__ .TI”‘AI”~LJIII~. I 832 coiK;usioii llliil 1llGlt 

is price discrimination is robust to all these alternative specifications. IIn all 
four of equations 11-14 the hypothesis thai the coefficients for IRDP 
participants are the same as those for non-participants can be rejected at well 
below the 17; level. 

rovided difference in gross output between households are due to 
rences in livestock quality and not to omitte 

circumstances, then the null hypothesis that there exists no 
nation between articipants and non- 
rejected. A number of independent variables representing possibly important 



household circumstances (land owners 
household head) were tried in the estimat 

tirely insignificant. There may of course be 
effect has not been captured in the 
circumstances can be identified, to sal 
to (unspecified) advantages that non-part 
very unsatisfactor It also provides no m 
workings of the I DP scheme than do 
discrimination, which at least suggests ways 
workings of the scheme. I co lude, then, that a 
difference in investment quality 
the IRDP is the presence of price discri 
However, the fact that the coeffticient on feedcost is a lone way below unityp 
and that on labour cost some way beiow, couple 
values of these two variables are much higher fo 
participants, suggests (though not conclusively) that P households may 
also be at a disadvantage due to their circumstances: either their lower 
endowments of underemployed labour, or their lack of experience in 
livestock managmcnt. 

The possibility of disadvantageous circumstances affecting P 
holds is further investigated in table 7. In equa.tion I5 adjuste 
are used as a regressor in place of the unadjusted variable LA 
hypothesis that cx, = rz is sti!! rejected, with a Iff-va’rue great 
coefficient on adjusted costs is Inw,, or than that on unadjust 
previous equations, and is highly sig~~i~cant~y below unity. 
some households appear to have been investing excessive a 
in livestock management does not appear stra 
failure to adjEst. Iabour cst, measures fcr u pIoyment; 3; $iX CGil'lK3i~, 

households) appear to have enjoyed higher returns at the margi 
management. This finding is confirmed in equation 16, where 

returns respectably above unity. 

io a co 



Table 7 

Determinants of gross output.’ 
_______ .- .--- _____.._..--._--.-- ---- - ~_~ ~~-.- --~~~- 

Independent variable Equation 15 Equation lb 

Outlay (IRDP) 

Outlay (non-IRDP) 

Labour cost (unadjusted) 

I-=3.12 
1.251 

(0.103) 
1.905 

(6.192) 

Labout cost (adjusted) 

Feed cost 

0.299 
(0.199) 
0.29 1 

(0.169) 

1.568 
(0.163) 
1.507 

(0.521) 

- 0.323 
(0.244) 

- 

Scheduled caste - - 530.2 
(ml&z) 

IRDP siope dummy (feed costj - il.766 
(0.301) - 

IRDP slope dummy (labour cost) - - 1 .Q30 - 0.925 
(0.552) (0.482) 

._... 
“T is the value of the T-statistic for the null hypothesis that the coeflkient on 

outlay (IRDP) equals the coeffkient on outlay (non-IRDP), or that the toe 
purchase price (IRDP) equals the coefficient on purchase price (non-IRDP). as 
appropriate. Figures in parentheses are standard errors. 

other occupations, the fact that this labour has low marginal returns is 
particularly to their disadvantage. 

Interestingly, equation 16 shows also that IR P participants receive 
higher returns to investment in purchased feed, but still not nearly enough to 
bring the coefficient close to unity.” It remains puzzling, therefore, why their 
expenditure on feed remains so much higher t an that of non-participants. 
As in the case of labour inputs, this might be d either to lack of ex 
or to the fixed cost nature of the inputs. It is not possib!e to disc 
here between these hypotheses - but either of them i 

Pa ipants are at a disadvantage relative to ot 
uation 14 in table 6 showed that a 

membership is significant at t e 5”/, level. Tables 8 an 
on in greater detail. Table 8 shows the 

ed for buffaloes 
ore numerous an 

e coefficient on fee st for ~Qn-~artici 

insig~i~ca~t at 5?;,) is puzzling. 
ants in e~~a~i@n 16 is now negative 

like $ iixed cost. 
y guess is that this indicates &at feed operates lather 



Outlay (~O~-~R~~j 

Lahour cost (unadjusted) 

Feedcost 

Scheduled caste 

IRDP slope dummy 
(labour cost) 

Scheduled caste outlay slope dummy 
(iRDPj 

Lheduled caste outlay slope dlsmmy 
(TKHI-IRDPj 

- 530.2 
1218.2) 

- 0.925 
(0.482) 

- 

- 

“T is the value of the T-statistic for tk nd! hypothesis thst the 
coefficient on outlay (CRAPS equals the toe cknt on outlay Inon- 
JRDP), or that the toe ) equals the 

coefficient on purchase Figures in 
narpnthpws ?C-P rr*nr(~-~ 0-r-s #_____‘__“.,_” I..# .T.U.dUULU %,I”IS. 
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worse than others, even controlling for IRDP participation. It would be 
tempting, but mistaken to conclude from this that it is the IRDP scheme 
itself which enables price discrimination to take place against scheduled 
castes. ut eqcation 1_ 8 dds slope dummies for sched:!e:! caste membershi 
to the outlay terms in the basic specification reported in equation I 1. Its 
findings are striking: the scheduled castes du indeed face price discrimination 
under IRDP, but they face grave discrimination already even as non- 
participants. In fact, the net price discrimination faced by scheduled caste 
members who are also participants in the IRDP is only slightly greater than 
that faced by scheduled caste members who are not.” 

Taken together, these results apppear to indicate that ic the fragmented 
and oligopolistic markets for livestock characteristic of the area of the 
survey, significant price d iscrimination is possible between categories of 
purchaser. The failing of the IRDP has been, not that it made price 
discrimination possible where none existed before - but rather, that by failing 
to take account of the possiblity of price discrimination in the livestock 
market it has left participants in the scheme with comparatively low quality 
assets. 

How is this price discrimination possible? First of all, markets in this area 
tend to be dominated by rings of brokers. Although there may perhaps be a 
score or more of these at any one market, they meet repeatedly and may 
therefore be able to enforce collusive agreements to the detriment of IRDP 
purchasers (and also of other groups such a s the scheduled castes). Secondly 
(and just as important) there is undoubtedly a degree of at least passive 
collusion by bank and society officials in this price discrimination. By this I 
mean that negotiations for the purchase of cattle in a group may not be 
conducted as vigorously on behalf of the IRD participants as they would 
be if the officials concerned were negotiating ith their own resources.t9 

This may not be with malign intent (and in particular, this study found no 
evidence that officials received bribes from cattle brokers, though such bribes 
may nevertheless have occurred); negotiation is a tiring usiness, and ~~~~~~a~s 

may well believe that they can afford to be relaxed ab ut it because of the 
substantial subsidy component the participants are receiving. indeed, it is 
quite ossible that HR P participants and officials are unaware quite how 

‘“In fact, estimating equation I1 separately for scheduled caste members (not reported here) 
cantly different we% . C:CXIK on outPay for participants and ~~~-~~~t~~~~a~t~. 
individuals are free to conduct their own negotiatio ey arc rlct free to choose 
arket at a place and time to suit the 

little ~x~e~ie~~cc of livestock arksts many of’ them tend, 0fic0 in the cmpany 0% ban 

ty onicialc;, to Icave mu6 of the ~~~~~~~~~l~i~~n 10 lherru or ;i[ I+::ic;! to :;s& ~~~~~t~~~~i~~ 
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much of a premium they are paying. A nu 
belief that the cattle purchased under the 
reasons conjecture for this varied, but were mo 
general tendency sf’ everything associated with go 
low quality, rather than to any more specific cause.20 However. it is 
whether either participants or officials are awa 
phenomenon: officials do not have to live wit 
inclined to dismiss reports of poor quality wit 
never satisfied’; participants have difficulty in 
individual case because of the highly variable nature of livestock 

Thirdly, IRDP participants are particularly hamstrung in the negotiation 
process by their inability credibly to threaten t withdraw from the market 
altogether. The rules governing the release of JR P loan funds are somewhat 
inflexibie,2’ and (at the time of the survey at least) participants face 
prospect of losing their entitlement to a loan altogether ii they di 
a purchase on the date agreed with the bank offtciais. These rules have be 
framed with the intent of ensuring that individuals genuinely make t 
livestock purchases that they claim they will make, and do not divert the 
loan to other purposes. But the findings of this study suggests that this for 
of loan tying may have considerable hidden costs. 

It is worth observing that analysis of the resale prices of livestock is 
compatible with the finding of price discrimination. The resale price equation 
reported in Seabright (1991) reveals that IRDP purchasers 
others on resale. This is revealed partly by the fact t 
participation dummy is negative (though not significant at th 
more importantly. a 1% increase in the price paid at purchase is associate 
with less than half a percentage point increase in ?he resale price, so that 
IRDP purchasers (who pay higher prices) do not see these 
reflected in higher resale values. However, other discrepancies 
purchase price data do not necessarily imply price disc 

other things equa 
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need not be due only to small numbers of sellers protected by barriers to 
entry: buyers may have relationship-specific investments with certain sellers, 
for instance, even if the total number of sellers is very large. For example, 
tenants of property have usually sunk costs in their rental of a specific 
property, even though there are many properties on the market; in these 
circumstances one would expect landlords to be able to capture a significant 
proportion of the rent implicit in a subsidy ostensibly aimed at tenants. The 
possibility of this form of rent dissipation suggests that the use of credit 
subsidies as a means of reaching poor ancS disadvantaged groups needs to be 
undertaken with a good deal cf skepticism. 

To interpret the rejection of the hypothesis that cc1 = 0~~ as implying price 
discrimination depends, as was noted above, on the assumption that there is 
no difference in the risk aversion of the participant and non-participant 
groups. The fact that the variability of gross output was lower fcr IRDP 
than non-IRDP animals suggests this may not be an accurate assumption. It 
is possible that IR DP purchasers, being more risk averse than others, choose 
to make less risky investments. The higher prices paid by them for their 
livestock could represent a risk premium. 

It is dirBicuit to know how to evaluate this possibility. In particular, the 
__l^_.^_L i^-------- 
IGlCVUlll ILI&ilF5UIG uf the riskiness oi‘ livestock investments is not the 
unconditional variability of livestock output; it is the variability of output 
conditional on whatever information the farmer may have at the time of 
purchase. It is possible that the greater variability of non-IRDP output 
reflects simply a g;eater xrclrint vuLIbLy in the anticipated quality of iivestock chosen 
by these purchasers (which would not require them to be compensated by a 
greater risk premium than IRDP participants). Indeed, such a possibility is 
suggested by the fact that the coefficient of variation of prices paid for 
buffaloes by non-IRDP purchasers, at 62.7x, was nearly four times that of 
prices paid by IRDP purchasers (16.3%). This may in icate a greater variety 

age or in whether the animals were lactating, for instance _ though since 
e possibility of price discrimination is in questio ~ purchase prices cannot 

be used straightforwardly as indicators of qualit anticipated at time of 
purchase.22 

oubtful whether such a hypothesis could bc sat~s~act~~~~y tnftn,~ Lti,Ji.k#U 0:: 
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the present data set, an in any case deve~opj~g a model to dete 
nitude of the differences in 

Fancy is beyond the sc 
ossibility would give no co 

tions in the present form. From the point of view 
scheme, it is irrelevant whether the higher prices 
investments are due to price discrimination or to the 
degree of risk aversion, they choose to s 
the risk of the investment. In the former case, the scheme is w 
induces price discrimination against its intended beneficiaries; i 

case, it is wasteful because it forces a highly risk averse grou 
highly risky assets. 

The main conclusions of this paper can be simply stated: 

(1) The quality of livestock investments undertaken by participants in t 
IRDP was significantly lower than that of investments undertake 
control group of non-participants. 
(2) The most probable principal reason for *his was the presence of 
price discrimination between IRDP participants and non-parti 
livestock markets. But the possibility of substantial dlffe 
aversion between the two groups cannot be ruled out. 
(3) This price discrimination seems to have been exacerbated by the 
bi a scheme of subsidised credit, but was present eve 
participants in the scheme, particularly in the for 
against members of the scheduled castes. 

possible presence 
and land, and a 

ommon among 
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